Specifications For Hitachi CP X5022N

Hitachi CP X5022N Projector Specifications
Display Type:

LCD

Light Output:

5000 Lumens

Warranty:

2 Year(s)

Features:

1 x Microphone Jack (stereo mini) 1 x pair RCA (L/R) 2 x
USB Type A (for PC-less presentation or optional wireless
pen tablet TB-1), 1 x Mini-DIN for S-Video, 1 x RCA (L/R)
pair, 2 x Stereo Mini Jack, 3 x RCA for component.

Life of Lamp - Standard Usage:

2500 Hours

Life of Lamp - Eco Usage:

5000 Hours

Screen Coverage:

60 - 300 Inches

Contrast Ratio:

3000:1

Aspect Ratio:

12/30/1899 4:03:00 AM

Resolution:

XGA (1024 x 768)

Projector Lens:

Manual focus and optical zoom

Color:

White

Overview
The Hitachi CP X5022N Projector flaunts an innovative technology that uses 3 chips LCD technology to
offer images that are consistent, vibrant and look like real to cater to the requirements of even most
demanding onlookers. It is fitted with a hybrid filter with long lasting 5 hours that lowers the ownership
cost in a significant way. It comes with advanced connectivity options that help in making PC less
presentations. Plus, you get to control or manage various projectors over LAN network by switching it on
and off, schedule alerts via email and monitor the projectors function online.

Design and Dimensions:
It comes in a compact square shaped design with grill design on the front and sides. It is designed to use
and demands very low maintenance and has components that are long lasting. It has daytime mode
which makes it easier to project images that look vivid and colourful even in brightly lit rooms. It has
custom my button to perform custom functions when you switch on the remote control. With horizontal
keystone correction and vertical keystone correction, you can correct misaligned images in a perfect
manner.

Display Features:
It has whiteboard and blackboard mode that helps in projecting it in shiny backgrounds and on
blackboards or projection boards with a shiny white, black or green. It has native aspect ratio of 4:3 and
employs digital projection technology. This LCD projector offers pictures with 3000:1 contrast ratio,
5000 lumens brightness and covers the screen size of 60 inches to 300 inches. It maintains XGA
resolution of 1024 X 768 p and uses manual focus and optical zoom.

Audio Features:
The Hitachi CP X5022N Projector comes with high sound output stereo speakers.

Connectivity:
It has both USB type A and Type B ports to make presentations without the PC.

Any Other Features:
You can also personalize this Hitachi CP X5022N Projector by inputting your name on it.
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